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Judge OKs Waiving Environmental Laws to Build
U.S.-Mexico Border Wall
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Featured image: Border wall stretches for miles into the rolling landscape on the outskirts of Nogales,
Arizona. This kind of fencing is impassable to most wingless wildlife. Photo by Rebecca Kessler for
Mongabay.

On Tuesday, a federal  judge in California ruled that the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security  did  not  abuse its  authority  in  waiving dozens of  environmental  laws to  build
sections  of  wall  along  the  border  between the  U.S.  and  Mexico.  The  ruling  frees  the
department to waive laws for future border wall construction projects.

In  August  and  September  the  department  waived  more  than  30  laws,  including  key
environmental laws, to expedite construction of three border wall projects in California. The
projects  include  the  construction  of  eight  wall  prototypes,  now  completed,  and  the
replacement of two sections of existing border fencing.

Judge  Gonzalo  Curiel  consolidated  three  separate  lawsuits  against  the  Department  of
Homeland Security that were initially filed by the state of California, a consortium of NGOs
(Defenders of Wildlife, the Sierra Club, and the Animal Legal Defense Fund), and the NGO
Center  for  Biological  Diversity.  The  suits  contend  that  the  department  exceeded  the
authority Congress granted it, via legislation dating back to 1996, to waive laws for border
infrastructure construction, and that it violated environmental laws and the constitution in
the process.  Judge Curiel’s  101-page ruling on the consolidated cases threw out those
arguments, finding that the department’s actions are valid.
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Trump border wall prototypes being built in October, 2017, near the Otay Mesa Port of Entry in San
Diego, California. A judge ruled that the U.S. government acted legally in waiving environmental laws to

build the prototypes and other wall segments. Photo by Mani Albrecht/U.S. Customs and Border
Protection via Flickr.

Currently about one-third of the roughly 2,000-mile-long U.S.-Mexico border has fencing.
President Trump has pushed to fortify the remainder, saying it is necessary to prevent the
flow  of  drugs  and  undocumented  immigrants  over  the  border.  But  he  has  since  indicated
that he might accept a less complete structure.

Trump responded to the ruling on Twitter on Tuesday:

“Big legal  win today.  U.S.  judge sided with the Trump Administration and
rejected the attempt to stop the government from building a great Border Wall
on the Southern Border. Now this important project can go forward!”

But the next day he declared that he would delay further wall construction in California until
the entire project  gains approval.  It  remains uncertain whether Congress will  fund the
president’s border wall project. The issue was wrapped up in heated negotiations over broad
immigration  reforms last  month,  but  the  discussions  have stalled  out  after  a  looming
deadline evaporated. Congress now appears to have moved on to other topics.

Brian Segee, an attorney for the Center for Biological  Diversity,  one of the plaintiffs in the
case decided this week, said the group plans to appeal the ruling, according to the Los
Angeles Times.

“The Trump administration has completely overreached its authority in its rush
to build this destructive, senseless wall,” Segee told the paper. “They’re giving
unprecedented, sweeping power to an unelected agency chief to ignore dozens
of laws and crash through hundreds of miles of spectacular borderlands. This is
unconstitutional and shouldn’t be allowed to stand.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/powerpost/with-no-more-deadline-congress-has-stopped-talking-about-immigration/2018/03/01/12d66ad6-1c9d-11e8-b2d9-08e748f892c0_story.html?utm_term=.697b040f8d97
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-judge-border-wall-20180227-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-judge-border-wall-20180227-story.html
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The President’s border wall proposal has been intensely controversial, with the Mexican
government and numerous local governments and civil society groups opposing the wall on
practical, humanitarian, and environmental grounds.

Conservationists say the existing border infrastructure, most of it erected under former U.S.
President George W. Bush, has disrupted ecosystem connectivity and harmed borderland
wildlife populations that rely on habitats in both countries. Low barriers that most species
can cross well enough traverse about 300 miles of the border. But tall walls that stop all but
the smallest non-flying animals in their tracks run along another 405 miles.

Conservationists have issued dire warnings about the potential impact of a wall traversing
the  entire  border.  Numerous  species  would  be  negatively  affected,  including  bison,
pronghorn, bighorn sheep, bears, foxes, salamanders, and even certain bird species, they
say.

“President Trump insists on constructing a wall along the entire border: if he
achieves making this a reality this barrier will rewrite the biological history of
North America. A history that for millennia allowed animals to travel along the
grasslands and forests from Mexico to Canada,” Rurik List,  an ecologist at
Universidad  Autónoma  Metropolitana-Lerma  in  Mexico,  wrote  in
an issue of Jornada Ecologica this summer. “The future of the bison and many
other species that the two countries share is at stake at the border.”

The  current  case  drew  widespread  attention  because  Trump targeted  Curiel  in  2016,
claiming the Indiana-born judge could  not  preside fairly  over  a  lawsuit  against  Trump
University because he was “Mexican.”
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